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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has recently been increased interest in vector valued approximation, and in particular, 
in the special case of best approximation of a finite number of functions simultaneously [1-6]. 
Specifically in [3], characterization a d uniqueness results are given for a class of problems in- 
volving Lp norms. In this paper we give a general treatment of a class of problems which includes 
these problems as special cases. In the first section, characterization results are proved, and in 
the following section uniqueness i considered. 
For simplicity we consider the simultaneous approximation of two functions: the extension 
to the case of any finite number of functions is straightforward. The setting for the problems 
considered here is as follows. Let (X, ]I.H) be a normed linear space, and let H-HA be a monotonic 
norm on II~2: I[.[[A is a monotonic norm if for any a, b, c, d in ]R with [a[ < [cl, [bl <_ Id], then 
[](a, b)[IA < [[(c, d)llm. It is a consequence of this definition that 
II(a,b)llA = IIlal, [blllA, 
for all a, b ~ R (see, for example, [7]). 
Let S be a subset of X, and let x c X,  y c X be given. Then the approximation problem 
considered here is as follows: find s* E S so that 
II [I x -  s*ll, I l y -  s*ll IIA = inf~esll I Ix -  sll, I ly -  sN IIA" 
Such an s* is called a best simultaneous approximation from S to F = (x, y). The set of best 
approximations will be denoted by Ps(F).  
In the next section, we will characterize best approximations from subsets of X called sunsets. 
We recall the definition of a sunset. 
The work of the first author was supported by the National and Zhejiang Province Natural Science Foundation 
of China. 
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DEFINITION 1. A set S is a sunset for simultaneous approximation if for any F = (x, y), s* E 
Ps(F) implies that s* E Ps(F~) for F~ = f* + a (F  - f*), and a > 0, where f* = (s*, s*). 
Let V, W denote the unit balls in the dual spaces of (R 2, [l'[IA) and (X, [[-I[), respectively, and 
let 
f~=VxWxW.  
Then f~ is a compact Hausdorff space with the product topology, while V is endowed with the 
weak* topology. 
2. CHARACTERIZAT ION 
Let (., .) denote the inner product between X and its dual space X*, and let (., .)A denote the 
inner product between elements of R 2. For x, y E X, define 
M(x,y)  = {b* e W:  (b*, (Hx[], [[YI[))A = l[ [Ix[[ , [lY[[ IIA}; 
in the language of convex analysis, 
M(x, y) = 0[] []x][, ][y[[ ][A' 
where 0 denotes the subdifferential. Further let 
N(x) = {x* e V:  (x*,x) = Ilzll} = allzll. 
Define 
E(x, y) = ext(M(x, y)) x ext(N(x)) x ext(N(y)),  
where ext (.) signifies the extreme points of the convex sets M and N. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a sunset for simultaneous approximation. Then for given x,y 6 X,  with 
F = (x,y), s* E Ps(F)  if and only if for any s E S 
max (b*, (<x*, s* - s),  (y*, s* - s)))A > 0. (1) 
(b*,x*,y*)EE(x-s*,y-s*) 
PROOF. For F = (x, y) E X x X, define 
fF(b*,x*,y*) = (b*,((x*,x),(y*,y)))A, for all (b*,x*,y*) E ~. 
Now for any (b~,x~,y~) E f~ 
[fF (b*,x*,y*) - fF (b;,x~,y~)[ = [(b*, ( (x*,x) , (Y*,Y) ))A -- (b~, ((x;,x) , (YT),Y) ) A] 
_< I(b* - b;, (<x*,z) ,  (V*,V)))AI 
+ I<b;, (<x* - z ; ,  x>, <V* - V~, Y>)>AI (2) 
_< lib* -- b;iiA ~ I1(<~*,~>, <V*,V>)IIA 
+ []b;][ D [[(1, 1)[IA max {t(x* -- x;,x)l  , [<y* -- y(~, y)[}, 
where the superscript D denotes the dual norm. It follows that fF(.,., .) E C(i2), the space of 
continuous functions defined on f~. Further, if ][.l[c denotes the Chebyshev norm on C(fl), 
IlfFlle = max ]fF(b*,x*,Y*)l (b*,z*,~*)en 
= max max (b*, ((x*,x) (Y*,Y)))A (x*,y*)eVxV (b*eW) 
= max II((x*,x), (Y*,Y))IIA (3) (x*,v*)eVxV 
= \z-ew(max [(x*,x)], maxy.ew I<y*,y>l) = II II ll , Ilyll IIA, 
where the monotonicity of [I.IIA has been used. 
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For s, s* • S, let f~ or f :  denote fF  when F = (s, s) or F = (s*, s*), respectively. Then it 
follows from (3) that 
][fF -- fsliC : ]]fF-sllC : I[ l[ x -- SH' HY -- S][ [[A" (4) 
Define 
SI = {fs = fs(b*,x*,y*) ~: (b*,((x*,s>, (y*,s>)>A : s • S}.  
Then (4) shows that s* • Ps(F)  if and only if fs* E SI is a best Chebyshev approximation to fF  
from Sf.  For (x, y) • X x X, let 
G(x,y)  = {(b*,x*,y*) e ~ : <b*,(<x*,x>, <Y*,Y)))A = lifE[Iv}; 
in other words G(x,y)  = a[[fF[[C. Then from (3), 
G(x, y) = M(x ,  y) × N(x)  x N(y) ,  
and so 
ext(G(x, y)) c E(x,  y). 
Using standard Chebyshev theory (for example [8]), fs* is a best Chebyshev approximation 
from Sf  to fF  if and only if 
max <b*, ((x*, s* - s>, <y*, s* - s>)>A >_ O, 
(b* ,x* ,y* )EG(x-s*  ,y -s*  ) 
for all s E S. Using the Krein-Milman theorem for b*, then for x* and then for y*, the result (1) 
follows. | 
We now restrict attention to approximation from a linear subset of X, so that 
where y l , . . . , yn  are linearly independent elements of X. The coefficients c i may be allowed to 
take any value in R or they may have restrictions placed upon them. To take into account he 
latter possibility, we consider a general class of approximation problems based on the concept of 
an RS-set: this name seems to have originated in [9], motivated by work of Rozema and Smith 
in [10]. 
DEFINITION 2. An n-dimensional subspace S of X is called an interpolating subspace if no 
nontrivial linear combination of n linearly independent extreme points of the dual ball W anni- 
hilates S. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Yl , . . . , Y,~ be n linearly independent elements of X .  We call 
:1  
an RS-set if each Ji is a subset of R of one of the following types: 
(I) the whole of R, 
(II) a nontrivial proper closed (bounded or unbounded) interval of R, 
(III) a singleton, 
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and in addition every subset of {Y l , . . . ,  Y,,) consisting of  all yi with Ji of  type (I) and some yi 
with Ji of  type (II) spans an interpolating subspace. 
For Ji of  type (II) define 
ai = inf Ji, ~3i = sup Ji. 
n . For s* = ~ i=1 ci Yi, define 
J+(s*) {i:  c i 
• = ~} J - ( s* )  -- {i : ci 
g(s*) = J+ (s*) U J -  (s*) . 
Define 
Finally, let 
ai (s*) = l i f  i E J+ (s*) and -1  if  i E J_  (s*) . 
P = s = ciyi : ci = 0 for Ji of  type . 
k i=1 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an RS-set of X ,  and let F = (x ,y) ,  where x ,y  E X .  Then s* E Ps (F ) ,  
f f  and only i f  there exist (b~,x*,y~) E E (x -  s* ,y -  s*), i = 1 , . . . , l  and j l+ l , . . . , Jm E J(s*),  
m 
with 1 < m <_ d imP + 1, and also numbers ~/1 > 0 , . . .  ,%n > O, ~-~i=l"Yi = 1 such that for any 
n s = ~i=1 ciyi E P,  
l rn 
<b*, + = o. 
i=1  i=/+1 
(5) 
PROOF. Let 
l 
-oo ,  if Ji is of type (I), 
li = ai, if Ji is of type (II), 
J~, if J~ is of type (III), 
oo, if Ji is of type (I), 
u~ /3i, if Ji is of type (II), 
Ji, if J i  is of type (III). 
Let fv, = fF  with F = (Yi, Yi). Then 
Ss = A= cJ~,, c~ e J~ , 
i=1  
= fs = city,, li <_ ci <_ ui . 
i=1  
As before s* E Ps (F )  if and only if fs* E Sf is a best Chebyshev approximation to fF  from St.  
In other words s* E Ps (F )  if and only if fs* is a best bounded coefficient approximation to 
fF  in C(f~) with the Chebyshev norm. Thus using the characterization theorems on approx- 
imation with restricted ranges given in [11], we obtain that  s* E Ps (F )  if and only if there 
"b* x* *" G(x s*), i 1, l; j l+l,  . . , Jm E J(s*), 1 < m < d imP + 1, exist ( i ,  i ,Y~) E - s* ,y  . . . . .  , • _ _ 
• , )-'~i=1 "r~ = 1 such that (5) holds for any s ~ c ~1 >0, . .  ~m>0,  m =~=1 ~YiEP.  Since P is finite 
dimensional, using [12, Lemma II.1.3], together with Caratheodory's Theorem, we can choose 
(b*i,x*i,yi)*" EG(x -s* ,y  . . . .  s*) such that (b* ,x* ,y* )EE(x -s* ,y -s* ) , i= l ,  ,l. The result 
is proved. I 
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3. UNIQUENESS 
We now turn to the question of uniqueness of best approximations. The following result is an 
immediate corollary of Theorem 1, with a similar proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let S be a subset of X ,  and x,y E X.  Then if for every s E S, s ¢ s*, 
max (b* , ({x* ,s* -s ) ,  (y*,s*--s))}A >0,  (6) 
(b*,x*,y* )EE(x-s*,y-s* ) 
then s* E S is a unique best simultaneous approximation to (x, y). 
REMARK. If X = L 1 and ]]-IIA is the l 1 norm on R 2, then Corollary 1 is just Theorem 3.3 of [3]. 
We consider now best simultaneous approximation from RS-sets, and we will establish con- 
ditions for uniqueness for this problem class. A preliminary lemma is required. For given 
F = (x, y) E X x X,  and any subset S of X,  write 
d(F,S) = inf{l I Ilx - slI , Ity - sll {{A : s  E S} .  
LEMMA 1. Let S be an RS-set, and let F = (x, y) E X x X with d(F, S) > d(F, X) .  Let s* c 
Ps(F) .  Then ext (N(x - s*)) U ext (N(y - s*)) has at least d imP - IJ(s*)l linearly independent 
elements, where I. I denotes the eardinality of (or number of elements in) a set. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, there exist (vi, wil, wi2) ~ E(x -s* ,  y-s*) ,  i = 1, . . . ,  I and j l+l , .  - -. j,~ 
n J(s*) such that  for any s = Y~i=l ciyi E P, 
~"/ i  <Vi,(<'W/1,8}, (Wi2,S})}A q- ~/i(Yji (S*)Cji = O, (7) 
i=1 i=lq-1 
with 1 < m _< dim P + 1, 71 > 0,. • -, 7-~ > 0, and ~=1"~ ,~ = 1. Let the two components of vi be 
1 and 2 Then denoted by v i vi. 
2 
<Vi,(('W/1,8}, <'Wi2 ,S})>A = ~ Vki <Wile,S>. 
k=l 
Write 
Then Q is an interpolating subspace of dimension dim P - m + l. Set 
f Wi,1, i = 1, . . . ,  l, 
Zi l w~-1,2, i = l + l , . . . ,N ,  
where N = 2l, and there is no loss of generality. Then (7) is 
where 
g TtI 
k=l i=l+l 
f %v~, k = 1,. . . ,1,  
6k I ~/k-zv~_ l, k = l + l , . . . ,N .  
Without  loss of generality, we assume that {Zl , . . .  ,ZN} is linearly independent. (For if not, let 
a subset of elements {Z l , . . . ,  ZN1} be linearly independent and zi be a linear combination of 
O~.}4~k 31-I0-C 
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z l , . . . ,  ZN~, i = N1 + 1, . . . ,  N. Then (8) can be rewritten with N replaced by N1 and modified 
coefficients.) Next we prove that 
N > d imP-  m+l  > d imP-  ]J(s*)]. 
Assume to the contrary that 
N <dimP-m+l .  
Since d(F, S) > d(F,X), it follows from Theorem 2 that there exists at least one 6k ¢ 0, for some 
1 < k < N. Take So 6 Q such that So ¢ 0 and 
(Zk,SO) = 5k, k = 1, . . . ,N,  
which is possible by the assumption. But for s = So, (8) does not hold, which gives a contradiction. 
Therefore xt (N(x - s*)) U ext (N(y - s*)) has at least d imP - IJ(s*)[ linearly independent 
elements and the proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that [[.[[A is strictly convex, and S is an RS-set. If  d(F,X) < d(F, S), 
then the best simultaneous approximation to F = (x,y) from S is unique. 
PROOF. Suppose that s*, so H Ps(F), and s* ~ So. Let ~ = 1/2(s* + so). Then $ H Ps(F). Let 
s. = F .  c;y,, 
i= l  
7% 
sO__ E 
i= l  
n 
i=1 
Q°={ ~c iy iHP :c i -=O'  i=1 i H J (~)} .  
Then Qo is an interpolating subspace of dimension dim P -  ]J($)[. Since 
1 4= 
2(c;+cD' 
• o for all i E J(~) and so s* - s o H Qo. it follows that ci = c~ 
Now for any (x*, y*) H ext (Y(x - ~)) × ext (N(y - ~)), 
lJ II~ - ~ll, fly - -~II IIA = Jl(:,x - ~), ( : ,y  - ~>IIA 
= i 1 
t 2 ( ( (~*,  x - : ) ,  (y* ,y  - s*))  + ( (x* ,  z - sO), (y* ,y  - so) ) )  A 
1 1 < + 
- 2ll((x*,x-s*), (Y*,Y-S*))IIA 2lJ((x*,x-s°), (Y*,Y-S°))llA 
1 1 < + 
211 Its- s*ll, lJy- s*ll II~ 21111~- s°ll, lly- s°ll IIA 
-< I] IIx - ~Jl, Ily - ~1$ ]IA" 
(9) 
Hence, 
If ((Ix', x - s'/, ( : , y -  : / )  + ( ( : ,~-  : ) ,  ( : , y -  :)))HA 
= II((~*, • - : / ,  ( : ,  y - s*/) l lA + [a ( ( : ,x  - s° / ,  ( : ,  Y - s°) ) I [A"  ( lo )  
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It follows from the strict convexity of II.IIA that  
<x* ,x -s* )=<x* ,x -s°} ,  
and 
Thus, we have 
<¢,y -s*> = <v* ,y -s°>.  
<X*~8* -- S 0) = O, 
<y*,s* -- S 0) = 0, 
for any x*, y* E ext (N(x  - g)) x ext (N(y  - g)). By Lemma 1, it follows that s* = s °, and the 
theorem is proved. II 
REMAP~K 2. I f  d (F ,S )  = d(F ,X)  or IIIIA is not strictly convex, then Theorem 3 need not be 
true. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X = C[0, 1], normed with the Chebyshev norm, S = span {1, t, t2}, II IIa = Iq.llp, 
1 < p < oo. Let x(t) = 1/4(5t + 1), 
Choose s* (t) = t C S. Then 
3t 
1 
5' t~  ,1 .  
1 
I Ix - s* l l  = I ly - s* l l  = 5 ;  
II I Ix - s * l l ,  I ly - s* l l  lip = i l /p -1 .  
Then (see for example [13, p. 17]), ext (N(x  - s*)) = {6(1)} ; ext (N(y  - s*)) = {-6(1)}  and 
ext (M(x  - s*, y - s*) = {(2 - l /q,  2-1/q)}, where 6 is the delta function defined for { ~ [0, 1] by 
<6({), f (t)> = f ({ ) ,  for all f < C[0, 1], 
and 1/p + 1/q = 1. Since for any s e C[0, 1], 
max <b*,(<x*,s>, <W*,S>)>A=2-Uqs(1)+2-1/q(--S(1))=O, 
(b*,x*,y*)eE(x-x*,y-y*) 
then s* c Px(F ) ,  and s* E Ps (F ) .  Hence, d(F ,S )  = d(F ,X) .  
However, let 
, ( - t  2 + l l t )  
s° -- 10 E S. 
Then 
which shows that  s~ E Ps (F ) ,  so that the solution is not unique. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X -- C [ -1 ,  1], normed with the Chebyshev norm, S = span {1, t}, II-tlA = I1.111. 
Let x(t) = t 2, y(t) = t 2 - 1, and choose s* = 0 E S. Then 
I Ix - s*l l  = I ly - s*l l  = 1; 
LI I Ix-  s*ll, I ly-  s , ,  II, = 2 
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Further ext (N(x  - s*)) = {5( -1 ) ,  5(1)};  ext  (N(y  - s* ) )  = {-5(0)}  and ext (M(x  - s* ,  y - s* ) )  = 
{(1,1)}. 
Now for s = 1 E S, 
max 
(b*,x*,y*)eE(x-x*,y-y*) 
and for s = at E S 
(b*, ((x*, s), (y*, s)))A = (1).(1) + (1).(--1) = 0, 
max 
(b*,x*,y*)eE(x-x*,y-y*) 
Therefore, 
max /b*, ((x*, s) ,  (y*, s)))~ > 0, 
(b* ,x* ,y*)EE(x-x*,y-y*) 
This implies that  s* = 0 E Ps(F). But for c = t 2 - 1/2 E C[ -1 ,  1] 
II -  tl, Ily - cll Ill = 1 < II ,ix - s* l l ,  II , -  *ll II1, 
so d(F, X) < d(F, S). Now take s~ = k E S ,  -1 /2  < k < 1/2. Then 
(b*, (Ix*, s), (y*, s))IA = (1). (max {a, --a}) + (1).(0) _> 0. 
for all s E S. 
I Ix -  s~ll = I1 - kl, t l y -  s~ll = I1 + kl, 
II I1~- s~ll, I l y -  s~ll II, -- 2. 
Thus, we have s~ E Ps(F), so that  the solution is not unique. 
For the special cases when II.IIA is the 11 norm on R 2, and X = L 1 or X = l~(t), it is possible 
to give a more direct approach to the problem [14]. Let C be a set, (C, tt) a measure space 
and X = L i (C ,#)  as in [3]. Let Y = {1,2} and #1(1) = #1(2) = 1, with A = #i x # the 
product measure on Y x C. It is easy to see that  s* E S C L i (C ,#)  is a best 1 1 simultaneous 
approximation to x and y in L i (C,  #) if and only if fs* E S I is a best L 1 approximation to fF in 
L I (Y  x C, A) where 
S x(t), i=1,  fF(i,t) 
y(t) ,  i = 2, 
for all (i, t) E Y x C, and 
Sf = {f~(i,t) = s(t), for all s e S}.  
Next let X = l~(t) as in [31, and define 121,~(t -) as follows for t= (tl, . . .  ,t~,tl , . . .  ,t,~): 
rt 2n 
Itxiit = E laiiti + E lailti-n' foral l  (al,...,a2n) E l~,(t). 
i=1 i=n+l  
Now for x = (x l , . . . , x~) ,  y = (Yl , . . . ,Y~) E ln(t) define 
f~ = (x l , . . . , zn ,u l  . . . .  ,y , )  E l~n(t), 
Sf  = {fs = (81 , . . . ,  8rt, 81, . . . ,  8n), for all s = (s l , . . . ,  sn) E S}.  
Then s* E S is a best l I simultaneous approximation to x and y in l~(t) if and only if f~. E Sf  
is a best l 1 approximation to fF E l~n(t-). Thus using results (for example [15]) on best L 1 or 
1 1 approximation to an element in L 1 or l~n(t-), we can easily get the results of Sections 3 and 4 
in [3]. In particular, Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in [3] are Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.5, respectively, 
in [15] for LI(C, A); Theorems 4.4 and 4.1 in [3] are Theorems 6.5 and 6.1, respectively, in [15] 
for l~n(t- ). The only difference is that S in [3] is convex, while it is linear of dimension n in [15]. 
Note that  the best l p approximation of an infinite number of elements of X is considered in [5]. 
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